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Luke Storey is a former Hollywood Celebrity Fashion Stylist, 
motivational speaker, kundalini yoga and meditation teacher, world-
class biohacker, and host of The Life Stylist Podcast. He’s spent the 
past twenty-two years developing and refining the ultimate lifestyle, 
based on the most powerful principles of health and spirituality, while 
at the same time embracing the technology and modern conveniences 
of urban living.

Using himself as a human research lab, Luke has explored a broad 
and sometimes extreme variety of measures to obtain optimal 
health, performance, and well-being. From surviving being injected 
with poisonous Amazonian frog venom, to enduring weeks of 
neurofeedback meditation in an isolation chamber, Luke has scoured 
the earth for the most cutting edge as well as ancient technologies of 
healing and transformation.

Luke has tenaciously applied the results of his field 
research and used them to not only completely 
transform his own life but also the lives of thousands of 
fans and followers through his various media channels 
and speaking engagements.

As a transformational speaker and entrepreneur, Luke continues to 
share his strategies for healing and happiness to corporate as well as 
private clients, through his innovative and highly effective, Youtube 
channel, and wildly popular podcast, The Life Stylist.

Since 2008, Luke has also served as Founder at School of Style, the 
nation’s most prominent fashion school for stylists.

ABOUT LUKE STORE Y



THE LIFE ST YLIST PODCA ST

2 MILLION DOWNLOADS
800 5-STAR RATINGS

400 REVIEWS
25k DOWNLOADS PER WEEK

The Life Stylist Podcast is a show for people who are dedicated to 
living life at the highest level of human potential. Luke Storey brings 
the audience the most thought-provoking interviews with the biggest 
experts in the fields of health, spirituality, and personal development.
 

The show covers an ever-expanding range of topics 
including sex and relationships, yoga, meditation, smart 
drugs, health myths and medical conspiracies, spirituality, 
mindfulness, health food and supplementation, herbs 
and alternative medicine, and digs deep into biohacking 
technologies and tactics.
 

Using The Life Stylist Podcast as his primary delivery platform,  
Luke continues to share his strategies for healing, happiness, and  
high-performance living each week so that you the listener can use  
this knowledge to design your ultimate lifestyle.
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PODCA ST REVIEWS

“GAME CHANGER”
No fluff, no filter. Just raw powerful game changing to the point principals that work. Everything 
is covered here. One stop shopping for ultimate level up life hacks. I can’t say enough good 
things about Luke. I’ve hired him to coach me personally as well as my business. The returns 
are beyond words in every area of my like: mental, spiritual, physical, and financial. 

“BEST EVER”
Best podcast I have ever listened to. Life changing. Luke has the coolest personality,  
warm, authentic, and engaging. This podcast has changed my life in many ways, I’m  
constantly implementing all the strategies shared. A must if you are into health, wellness  
and conscious lifestyle. 

“A MUST LISTEN”
Here is a man who has five fingers in the pulse of what’s happening in the world. Storey stops 
at nothing to open his mind and expand his consciousness in a way that inspires the rest of 
us. I think what makes him such a great podcaster is that he is bold in his character, fearless 
in his asking, and forthright about what he knows and does not know. With an all star line-up 
and stellar topics for conversation, the Life Stylist is one of my go-to podcast for learning more 
about how to better live my life. #GameChanger. 

“TRANSPARENT AND REAL”  
So refreshing to hear Luke’s story and how he has literally transformed his life through pure 
experience. If you are looking to continuously improve yourself and your relationships, this is 
the #1 podcast to do that. Every podcast feels as if it was meant for me at that moment and 
gives me just the guidance I need.  

“WOW” 
Luke has been a mentor to me since day 1. I became sober 11 months ago. This man showed 
me something very simple but very powerful that a lot of people, including myself, overlook... 
and that is the power of a sober focused mind. My brother Luke, I wish you all the best on 
this journey to inspire people the you have inspired me. The good life is contagious and I’m 
spreading it everyday! Love you man! 

“INCREDIBLY MIND EXPANDING”  
I’ve been an avid health seeker for the past half of my life... there’s hardly a stone left 
unturned. I devour all things in the realm of whole-istic healing and wellness, and much of 
it is a bit recycled, even regurgitated information. That’s where Luke’s podcast comes in. 
He seriously brings it to the next level. The depth and spectrum of things he covers is so 
refreshing. Whether you’re a health novice or an advanced practitioner/curator, you WILL get 
so much from his show! He has become one of my very fave podcast to listen to. I’m grateful 
to have more wonderful ideas and information that resonate deeply with me, that I can USE to 
create more positive changes in my life. Thank you Luke!



PODCA ST GUEST APPE ARANCES

Within his first year in podcasting, Luke has already appeared as a guest on over 60 podcasts, with a combined total of over three million 
guest spot downloads to date. Due to his vast array of experience within the realms of biohacking, health and wellness, spirituality, addiction 

recovery, high performance, and entrepreneurship, Luke’s popularity as a guest is growing exponentially.

10 MILLION GUEST APPEARANCE DOWNLOADS AND COUNTING
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WITHIN 1 WEEK
OF RELEASE

After serving as a brand ambassador for the brand for two years, in 2017 Luke Storey was profiled in 
this immensely popular inspirational ‘Bulletproof Stories’ video. To date, it’s received over 1.4 million 
views on Facebook alone, and has earned widespread praise within the heath and wellness industry. 

                           BRAND AMBA S SADOR 



SCHOOL OF ST YLE | FA SHION ST YLING CAREER

Luke Storey is a former Hollywood Celebrity Fashion Stylist, 
motivational speaker, kundalini yoga and meditation teacher,  
world-class biohacker, and host of The Life Stylist Podcast. He’s 
spent the past twenty-two years developing and refining the 
ultimate lifestyle, based on the most powerful principles of health 
and spirituality, while at the same time embracing the technology 
and modern conveniences of urban living.

Using himself as a human research lab, Luke has explored a broad 
and sometimes extreme variety of measures to obtain optimal 
health, performance, and well-being. From surviving being injected 
with poisonous Amazonian frog venom, to attending 21-day silent 
retreats in India, to enduring weeks of neurofeedback meditation 
in an isolation chamber, Luke has scoured the earth for the most 
cutting edge as well as ancient technologies of healing and 
transformation.

Luke has tenaciously applied the results of his field research and 
used them to not only completely transform his own life but also the 
lives of thousands of fans and followers through his various media 
channels and speaking engagements.

As a transformational speaker and entrepreneur, Luke continues 
to share his strategies for healing and happiness to corporate as 
well as private clients, through his innovative and highly effective, 
Youtube channel, and wildly popular podcast, The Life Stylist.

Since 2008, Luke has also served as Founder at School of Style,  
the nation’s most prominent fashion school for stylists



SCHOOL OF ST YLE, CONT.



SPE AKING | APPE ARANCES

As a public speaker, Luke has appeared on stage with health and 
wellness experts like Tim Ferris, David Wolfe, Daniel Vitalis, Jack Kruse, 
Ben Greenfield, and Neil Strauss.

He’s known for his irreverent, passionate, and funny delivery and is a 
favorite presenter at such events and venues as Soho House, Mercado 
Sagrado, Neil Strauss’s Society Intensives, Well-being In The Modern 
Age (WITMA), Cap Beauty NYC, and Aspen Shakti Yoga Center.

Luke has also been featured on numerous podcasts as 
a guest, including The Aubrey Marcus Podcast, Almost 
30, MindPump, Earn Your Happy With Lori Harder, The 
Melissa Ambrosini Show, Rewild Yourself With Daniel 
Vitalis, Onnit Podcast, Highest Self Podcast With  
Sahara Rose, And The Balanced Blond. 

Luke’s experience and expertise covers and expansive range of topics 
in the areas of health, spirituality, and personal development including: 
The application of spiritual principles for deep inner transformation, 
infrared saunas, ice baths/cryotherapy, functional movement, and 
holistic fitness, vitamin and herbal supplementation routines, rectal 
implants/enemas, kundalini yoga, shamanic breathwork, smart drugs 
& nootropics, float tanks, vitamin/mineral IV therapy, PEMF therapy, 
various forms of meditation, collecting and drinking your own spring 
water, hacking home and device toxic lighting, sun gazing, grounding, 
mindfulness, overcoming adversity and self-doubt, neurofeedback, 
detoxing/fasting, hyperbaric Oxygen chambers, home and auto EMF 
protection, jet lag and travel cures, sleep optimization, and a  
seemingly endless variety of other lifestyle enhancing practices  
and healing modalities. 



SOCIAL

INSTAGRAM  40K FOLLOWERS

FACEBOOK  10K LIKES/FOLLOWERS

T WIT TER  6K FOLLOWERS

YOU TUBE  4.2K SUBSCRIBERS  

NEWSLE T TER  15K SUBSCRIBERS



PHOTO GALLERY





-contact- @tati provide whatever makes sense. you/show producer, me/info@LS.com  
contact information goes here

CONTACT

PRES S INQUIRES AND BOOKINGS:
INFO@LUKESTOREY.COM
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